KIT INCLUDES:
- CYLINDER SNO-MOLD™
- RECTANGLE SNO-MOLD™
- SNO-SCULPTING TOOL™
- 1 SNO-MARKER™ BOTTLE
- 1 SNO-MARKER™ COLOR PACKET
- INSTRUCTIONS

PLEASE READ ALL INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE YOU BEGIN:
Thank you for purchasing Sno-Sculpture Kit™. Here are some helpful hints:
1. Use the CYLINDER SNO-MOLD™ and the RECTANGLE SNO-MOLD™ to create the basic structure of your sculpture.
2. Use the SNO-SCULPTING TOOL™ to sculpt, shave, cut, and carve your work of art.
3. Use your SNO-MARKER™ to decorate your snow sculptures.

Note: Our instructions can be used as a guide. Feel free to be creative and build whatever you want. Have fun and let your imagination run wild!

MIX SNO-MARKER™ AS DIRECTED BELOW, THEN DECORATE YOUR SNOW SCULPTURE!
1. Cut a small slit on the corner of the Sno-Marker™ Color Packet and carefully pour 1 teaspoon of powder into the empty marker bottle (use adult supervision).
2. Carefully fill the marker bottle halfway with warm water, tightly screw on the cap and gently shake to mix. Then fill the rest of the bottle with more warm water.
3. Screw the cap on tightly and gently shake to finish mixing until all the color has dissolved.
4. Take the marker bottle outside to play in the snow. To spray, flip the cap nozzle up and gently squeeze the bottle.
5. When finished, rinse out the Sno-Marker™ with warm water.
6. If the Sno-Marker™ has been left unused for too long, it may dry up. If this occurs, pour warm water into the marker bottle until the color mixture softens.